My nameis Anne Thompson and| live at 493 Maddisons Road. |
own 40 acres (16

hectares) where | farm the largest herd of Llamas in New Zealan
d, a herd of around
100 llamas, including American imported stock. A herd valued
in the region of a
$185,000 dollars. As such | am also the largest producer ofllama
fibre, which is what

llamas are generally farmed for. | have owned my property for aroun
d 14 years, and
it was purchasedspecifically with the intention of expanding my llama
business to
include a tourist venture. | have a resource consentto allow this.
I am opposed to Fulton Hogan’s quarry application on so manylevels that
it is quite
overwhelming.| stand before you as a property owner, a Mother and
Grandmother,
a farmer, a business owner and a teacher. My property lies approximatel
y 1km to the

South of the proposed quarry, and will be directly affected by noise,
dust, traffic,

vibration, water, etc. | will be affected through loss of enjoyment of my
property at
times of high dust levels and/or noise, through concerns regarding
quantity and
quality of water, through the quality of our roads, the impact on our
communities,
the health of myself, my family, and my animals, as well as the impact on
mybusiness.
As a teacher | work within the special needs field and have done so for
over 20 years.
| choose to workas a relief teacher so that | can enjoy my farm and run
mytourism
business through Summer and bring in extra income to pay for winter feed
through
the colder months. | choose to work within the Special Needs field, and
| get a great
deal of satisfaction from doing so. | have worked atall three special education
schools,
although | generally rotate between Allenvale and Ferndale. As such | know
many of

the residents of Brackenridge, either from my current classes, or from
previous ones

and | want to make particular mention of a derogatory comment made
by Mr
Cudmore on day one of the proceeding in regard to the Brackenridgeresiden
ts.It is
abhorrent to me thatany resident of this area should be considered as less
important
than their neighbour. Significantly when local residents have been
listing the
negatives about living in the area — the prisons, the raceway,the train track.
Not one

person mentioned Brackenridge. They are a community within our commun
ity.

The residents of Brackenridge havea range of complex needs. Not every residen
t has
Autistic Spectrum Disorder, and not every resident will have heightened sensor
y
processing. | currently teach children as young as 8 whoare in the care
of
Brackenridge due to issues around parenting, due to severe disability, includi
ng
degenerative disorders, whose parents are unable to cope with the level of
care
required on a daily basis. But Brackenridge is also home to adults with learnin
g
disabilities and provides valuable respite services for many families. Every membe
r
of the Brackenridge community must be extendedthe full protection of the Human
Rights act, and as such every consideration must be made for their quality oflife.
Just as those who have stood before me have said, | am not opposed to quarryi
ng. In
fact, | have a good deal of sympathy forall quarry companiesfor the situati
on that
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in not zoning
they find themselvesin. | feel that the councils have been negligent
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zones also don’t provide for the necessary flexibility thatis required by
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to meet the local demand. And finally, a designated quarry zone doesn’
could still
mean quarrying couldn’t happen outside of the zone, as resource consents

would show
be soughtto enable this. The Council will explore developing a map which

ped for
where in the district high quality gravel exists. This would purely be develo
public information rather than the map having any regulatory role.”
hat ‘The
This documentis quite contrary — on the one hand whilst they acknowledget

ty to rural and
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t we seen
the zone to go up while prices for adjoining land would go down’. Haven’

,000 (A2).. Fulton
exactly this situation here. 220 Jones Road was valued at $3,370

(attachment
Hogan paid $5,000,000 forit, that’s $1,630,000 above rating valuation
the ratable
2). 123 Dawsons Road was sold to Fulton Hogan for $8,750,000 (A3),
went to see
valuation was $4,860,000. That’s $3,840,000 above RV. Yet when they

rty which had
Mrs Holmes, they presented her with an offer of $850,000 on her prope

st paid a
4 rateable value of $1,100,000. That’s a drop of $260,000 when they haveju

they say they want
total of $5.47million above valuation on the other two blocks. And

to be good neighbours!

rural zone. Yet they
This situation is exactly the reason that SDC cite for not creating a

district high
are going to‘... explore developing a map which would show wherein the

into the RMA
quality gravel exists’. Thus forcing the quarry companies to enter

mostsuitable
process for every application, but providing them with a headsup to the

nt ‘A zone may
land by way of a map. Isn’t that covert zoning? And as for their comme

effects on
also result in a cluster of quarries in one location with significant adverse
which
the surrounding environment which would makeit hard to determine from

location the effects were coming from.’ Isn’t that exactly what has happened in
Yaldhurst, with no zoning?
The councils have to look to themselvesfor the situation that they have created. | do
wonder if it is a revenue-based policy, because their current reasoning is not born out
by the evidence here, or indeed in Yaldhurst. Yaldhurst. Thefirst thing many people
see as they are landing in Christchurch. Our garden city reduced to a grey desolate
landscape. Maybe we should rename ourselves‘the land of the long white dust cloud’,

only in truth it’s not so much white as ‘dirt coloured’ Maybeit’s time that the quarry
companies themselvesstarted lobbying the government to make proper provision for
them within our district plans. They got together for the digging deeper application,
why don’t they do the sametofacilitate a return to zoning for quarries? They could
move out to areas where they can go backto being a respected industry rather than
the pariah they have become, not just here. In Auckland and Wellington they have
had majorissues with the location of quarries. And we can go back to our post-quake
recovery and become the Garden City we once were.
So, dismissing the ‘higher level of certainty to rural and residential property owners
as to the quarries that could establish in proximity to them and reduce the tension
between quarries and moresensitive activities’ (why does thatfeel like we are wrong
to have a desire for just that) in favour of forcing the quarry companies to purchase
land and then apply to quarry it is the favourable route for SDC and | suspect CCC.This
does place the quarry companies in difficult position, but that doesn’t excusetheir

own lack of due diligence in their purchase in this instance. Fulton Hogan did not

discuss possible subdivision with the council prior to purchase (A4), even though only
one block currently has ‘subdivision potential’, the other being a rural zoned block.
They did not discuss purchase of the corner of Dawson’s Road with Christchurch City
Council, and | understand that has been rejected by the local council board, so why it

is still being muted here as an option? Thatis in itself is a confusion that none of us
needed. Instead they purchased with the arrogance of a multinational company
confident that they could buy their wayin.
The Roydon Quarry proposal was sold to the people of Templeton asa state of the art
quarry, with no mention of night time operations at any of the public meetings they
held, and with the promise of water mitigation that would ensure we were not
bothered by troublesome dust. The people of Templeton may havefelt reassured by
this. As a Weedons landowner | was not. Having lived in the district for around 14
years | am well aware ofthe fragility of our water supply and quality. Of course, the
minute this was challenged by the councils and the early submissions they
backtracked and the application before the hearing nowis very different from the
fairy tale picture that they paintedin their public meetings.

In 2009 we had a drought (B1), not the first and certainly not thelast. But this one
was vicious. It killed off 8 fully grown Eucalyptus trees at myplace. | didn’t take photos
at the time,but luckily found a photo (B2) taken a couple of years later which clearly
shows the dead trees standing amongstthe living. They were well established trees

and died standing. Up to now | have never had a day when | didn’t turn on a tap and
get water. | use myirrigation sparingly; it costs so much to run. | don’t know how deep
my well is but it has never let me down whenit comesto water for my herd and home.
But | am always awareof drought and whatit brings and respect every drop my well
produces. When | hear that Fulton Hogan are planning on watering their plantings
for a set period oftime,beit 2 years or 5, | wonder if they are really aware of what a

commitmenttheir bunds,their shelterbelts, their ‘beautification’ plantings are going

to be in terms of water required from our already fully allocated provision.

Droughts are common,just about an annual event. A 2013 article (B3) on the North

island drought reports that Canterbury has a ‘dry year one out of 5’. The pattern over
recent years showsthatthis is becoming a much more frequent burden on farmers.
2015(B4), 2016(BS), 2017(B6), 2018(B7)... Canterbury experienced drought. Now,in
2019, the Press reports ‘November's ‘unsettled’ weather brought record-breaking
heat’(B8). How long before they start dropping the ‘D’ wordinto their headlines|
wonder? Climate change forecasts are that drought figures will have doubled by
2040(B9). So if we have drought 10% of the year now, that will become 20%. One or
two good nor’westerswill normally put paid to our paddocks, and it is not unusual for
us to be feeding out as much through the summer months as we do through the
winter ones. | understand that Fulton Hogan’s bund alone is around 5km in length. To
be honestit scares me to think about the amountof water that alone will consume.
Andlet’s not forget that all that water is going to attract the birds, increasing the risk
of bird strike on a busyflight path, a serious safety risk already highlighted by the CIAL.
Our water quality is already poor. Just about our whole region has been categorised

by Ecan (C1) as a ‘moderate risk’ area for high nitrates with the rather converse

statement ‘areas where we do not know if nitrate concentrations will be above or
below the MAV’. | wonder if this uncertainty is through lack of research, did they just
slap a general ‘disclaimer’ on the whole region, or is there is some actual science
behind their zoning? Thankfully there is, although the results don’t do anything to

alleviate my concerns. A Fish and Game study (C2) identified Weedons water as
having high levels of nitrates in it. High levels of nitrates have been linked to bowel

cancer. New Zealand’s bowel cancerrates are amongst the highest in the world. An
area within Rolleston also recorded high levels of nitrates. | do hope SDC and Ecan
manage to get this under control, as with the projected growth of the district to
remain high there will be a further strain on our water reserves. This must be taken

into account whenconsidering this application.

Regarding the historic well evidence that Davina Penny presented yesterday. | was
able to further research this phenomenon and have beenable to directly correlate
the 1975 figure for well M36/0257 with historic rainfall data (C3). There appears to
be a direct correlation between all recorded levels on the well data to this historic
high rainfall data, supporting Ms Penny’s figure of 7.95 as the highest recorded
groundwater levels for this site. It is highly probably that we would haveseen this
pattern continue through the missing years from 1989 to 2017, since the high rainfall
from July 2017 is clearly visible in the August and September 2017 figures. We must
therefore invoke the precautionary principal and accept Ms Penny’s figure of 7.95 as
HRGWL for this site.
Over the years Selwyn has had several issues with water quality. In 2012 (C4) the
residents of Darfield, a neighbouring township, were struck down with suspected
campylobacter, the third nasty outbreak in a period of 5 years. Boil notices are
commonfor smaller townships within the region. As | have already stated a 2018
study by Fish and Gamehighlighted Weedons as an area with highlevels of nitrates
in our water. Fulton Hogan’s dairy herd doeslittle to allay my fears on this matter,
particularly if they allow them to enter the waterraces, or graze on remediated land.
Traditionally Weedons has not had too many dairy herds. They require an awful lot of
water! Ecan tell us ‘we do not expect to see clear improvements in groundwater
quality for up to another 20 years (C6). In some cases we can expectthe situation to
get worse beforeit gets better’. Again doinglittle to allay my fears for our water. In
July Ecan Cr Lan Pham (C5) expressed her concerns regarding Ecan modelling which

“still anticipates nitrate pollution of Christchurch’s drinking water in the coming 50
plus years”.
Dr Humphrey, who appeared before you and reiterated his concerns regarding the
respiratory impacts of quarrying, said in a 2016 article (C4) ‘The consequences of
drinking water contamination can be very severe’ ... and stated ‘a crisis on the scale
of Havelock North could happen’. | wonderif Annell McDonagh may haveavertedjust
that when she contacted Ecan with concerns regarding the quality of her water. The
E.coli that was discovered was luckily contained, but had it not been picked up the
situation could have been very different. Our water is precious, our water aquifers
are fragile — the chlorination of Christchurch’s supply demonstratedthis.
The Canterbury Water ManagementStrategy tells us ‘From May 2010 to January 2015
the total irrigated area in Canterbury increased from about 425,000 hectares to
507,000 hectares a change of 82,000 hectares, or 19%’. And continues ‘Allocation has
reached a stage where Environment Canterbury considers some groundwater zones

to be over allocated...notwithstanding this there are filed applications seeking
allocations for more water from most rivers and groundwater zones. Canterbury
water is in a gold rush period whereirrigators are trying to secure a right to an

increasingly scarce resource (Canterbury Regional Council 2009). Given that Mr

Chittock is the author of this strategy | was really shocked to learn that Fulton Hogan

has no plans to use surface water. | can’t help but wonder if this because they know
it will be contaminated by their own dust, oris it just because they are too lazy to
manageit efficiently?
In 2017 Professor Jenny Webster-Brown discussed the subject of our polluted
waterways(C7) and said ‘we should be asking “should we be expecting to use our land

for water-intensive agriculture production when welive in the driest region of New

Zealand”. Without the need for water for bunds and shelterbelts, for washing

quarried stone prior to crushing and sorting, for dust suppression, for wheel cleaning

and the ‘normalities’ of a working environment such as toilets and hand washing
facilities, the site is also supporting a pack of around 60 huskies. They will require
water to drink, water for cleaning their runs, and probably water to play in through
the summer months. Fulton Hogan also graze dairy cows, and yet no mention of them
either? There is no way that our water aquifers can sustain this volume of draw on a
daily basis. Should we be allowing a commercial, large scale industrial operation to
be draining our aquifers to mitigate the dust that their operation will produce. In my
opinion the offset of our water to control their dust is too high a price for the region.
Dustis going to be a huge problem for Fulton Hogan to control. Their suggestion that

they will check the weather forecast and set their water accordingly, well good luck
on that one, with our wind patterns and weather forecasts. It’s a running joke around
here that the only time the weather forecasters get it right is the day after. Wind

changes are frequent, we can go from a Southerly, to a Sou’easter in the morning,

and come full turn to a Nor’wester overnight. How do they intend to deal with our
Nor’westers? They hit hard and fast, and often overnight. What happens on a
Saturday night when a Nor’wester kicks off and the site is unattended until Monday
morning? My paddocksare already drying off. The paddocks around me that are
ungrazed are just about done. And this brings it the biggest fear of many landowners
in the area — fire.
Even the word brings metotears. | can’t tell you the number of times | have driven

home from work in the summer months and seen plumes of smoke ahead of me
somewherein the distance. My first call is always to my neighbour to find out where

it is. Once he even called me at workto tell me it was near. Last Tuesday| left the
hearing to find diversions in place and a helicopter witha fire bucket in the sky above.
It was so close to home that they were looking to take water from my neighbour’s
pool. Scrub fire hit hard and fast, and a water bucket is the only way to get to them
safely. This fire was so near to the Roydon site that the following morning one of the
Fulton Hogan ladies told me that they had evacuated the huskies from their Roydon
farm home. There was a huge fire a year or two ago, sparks caused by a train had

started multiple fires along the train track on Jones Road. That was awful. | think it’s
worse for those of us with stock. | appreciate that the loss of a crop must be
devastating when it is a source of income, but the responsibility of caring for livestock
has kept me awake many a night when wehavetorrential rain or snow.So, a high risk

offire throughout the summer months is our reality. Will this be exacerbated with the
increase of traffic which is going to be caused if this quarry goes ahead. The
probability is most definitely yes. It only takes one spark, or one cigarette butt, to
cause millions of dollars’ worth of damage. And let’s not forget the bunds, whichwill
need regular mowing or weedwhacking, or grazing, to stop them from becoming a
fire risk in the years after their water programme hasstopped. They will need regular
maintenance to makesure they do not becomea firerisk.
But back to the issue of dust. Particulate matter. The Health and Safety Executive of
the UK states ‘It should also be noted that excessive long-term exposures to almost
any dustare likely to lead to respiratory problems. ANY dust.
You heard from Dr Seddon-Smith about the dissipation of particulate matter within
our lungs, and in particular the finer particulates. Unfortunately, his narrative is
amongst those ‘lost’ by Ecan, sol am notable to directly quote him. Luckily, | was here
in person to hear him speak. Murr, Esquivel and Bang (2004) state in their paper
‘Characterization of nanostructure phenomenain airborne particulate aggregates
and their potential for respiratory health effects (D1) ‘Furthermore ultrafine
particulates were generally more detrimental to respiratory response than fine
particulates’ and go on to say that ‘there are also health effects associated with
particle composition, especially where components may detach or dissolve from

particles and moveinto the bloodstream where they can reach other tissues outside
the respiratory system’. Respiratory and heart problems caused by inhalation of small
particles has been related to the mass concentration of particles below 10m
diameter (PM10).
So why are weso fixated by PM10 when it appears that the finer particles are equally
ones to worry about? (D4) It appears to me that this area is vastly under researched.
Given the number of quarries throughout our 100% pure New Zealand why is not
more being done by our environmental agencies to research this? The Murret al study
stated ‘a very high fraction (>90%) of fine and ultrafine particulates are aggregates
and > 80% of these aggregates are crystalllic or poly crystillic mixtures’. Now, | have
a science based degree, so appreciate that there are too manyvariables to even begin
to draw conclusions about what might be happening here, but surely this warrants
further study before we allow ourselves to become over ridden by quarries and our
apparent need for their products? If the quarrying industry is so confident of the
impact of their industry on our air why don’t they fund a study to proveit instead of
regurgitating Environment Canterbury’s highly flawed 4 month study (D3) conducted

with a few air monitors, no control, and little supervision. Massey University has a
fabulous department, the EHINZ - Environmental Health Indicators New Zealand.
Theyidentify many problems associated with poor air quality (D2). | am sure that they
would willingly work with the quarrying industry to arrange a proper study into their
industry, one that they will be proud to referenceif it endorses their methodology
and current practice, and one that they can work with to improve sameif it doesn’t.
Although given the opposition from the quarry companies around the monitoring
programme | suspect they already know whatthe result would be.

An unfortunate by-product of Greywackestone is Silica. | accept that the impact of
silica dustis likely to be no worse than the general effect of dust in general to most of
us, but that means wearestill faced with the prospect of conjunctivitis, sore throats
and nosebleeds from dust. Any one of those symptoms from a new quarry operation
would be an unacceptable inconvenience to me. | currently suffer from none, and |
was herefirst!
The cumulation of those symptoms is life changing, as you have heard from the
Yaldhurst residents who have been kind enough to speak out in support of our
opposition. | was disappointed that Dr Humphrey’s did not say more against this
application, and unfortunately what he did say was one ofthe ‘lost’ recordings from
this hearing. He has previously spoken out regarding the inadequacy of Ecan’s
research (E1). Overseas there is a good deal moreliterature available on Silica and
Silicosis, although Winstones have made goodinroads in transparency on the dangers
of greywacke (E2). | worry for the quarry-based staff on any quarry site after
researching this topic. The guys who are quarry based, moving water carts for
example. Worksafe state ‘Freshly exposed silica particle surfaces created due to
grinding, drilling, cutting etc, may be more toxic than older weathered particle
surfaces (E3). Now,| appreciate that this has in all probability been written for people
who are cutting granite benches for kitchens, but isn’t it equally as relevant to a
quarry face worker? The American site elcosh (electronic library of construction
occupational safety and health) states ‘each year many cases of silicosis are

misdiagnosed because physicians are unaware oftheir patients work history and are

unfamiliar with the signs associated with this occupational illness.’ (E4). | would
imagine the workers within the quarrying industry here in New Zealand would
appreciate more research in this field, since it can be manyyears beforesilicosis
develops (E5). COPD is not covered by ACC, butif they could proveSilicosis it would
be.

As part of my research for these proceedings | lodged an OIA request with ACC.‘I
would like to know how many ex-quarry workers are claiming ACC for work related
illness, with a breakdown ofsilicosis, lung cancer and others please’. | also asked for
regional breakdown of the data, which they would not supply, but the information

they did supply showedthat the construction industryis by far the largest group who
presented with a ‘respiratory or asbestosis related gradual process injury’, which was
how ACC choseto define my request (E6). 529 people out of a total of 760. | suggest
it is high time that further research was done onthe safe extraction and handling of
construction materials.

Chronic silicosis may not show up until decades after exposure to low or moderate
amountsof silica and is the most common type. It’s a death sentence, thereis no ‘fix’
for silicosis. There is no known medical treatment to reversesilicosis. | choose NOT

to work in a high health risk industry that might expose metosilicosis, heart disease,
nosebleeds, lung disease...... as did the residents of Yaldhurst, so why are we now in
a position where we arefighting to stop the spread of quarrying? With the PROVEN
health risks associated with dust, never mind the added presenceofsilica, why is

more not being done by our councils and government departments, such as the
Ministry of the Environment, to protect the rate payer? | feel this may well become
the asbestosis of our century.
To hear that the residents of Yaldhurst are advised to wear face masks horrifies me. |
cannot imagine having my beautiful clean air polluted to the extent where | would
need to wear a face mask to enjoy every inch of my property all year round. It is totally
unacceptable for me to even contemplate this. Air pollution contributed to 500,000
premature deaths in Europe last year (F1). Is this a sign of the times with climate
change? Certainly, industry has been attributed to this figure. Ecan have worked
tirelessly to rid us of our PM10 emitting log burners but have done nothingto protect
us from the PM10 or even PM2.5 emissions from the quarries. We know that dust
travels. You only haveto look at our pink tinged mountain peaksto realise that dust
travels! While a November newsarticle (F2) makes light of the colours of our sunrises
and sunsets as a result of the dust travelling over from the Australian bushfires, which

theytell us is reaching as far afield as Vanuatu, the public health warning is hidden at
the back of the article, and advises Those whoaresensitive to fine particulates will

wantto take extra care by closing windows and not running their air conditioner.’ A
‘Facebook friend’ published a photo he took from his balcony in Whangaparoa on the
same day. On the 29" November Stuff advised ‘High air pollution in Christchurch
unexplained’. With the amountof quarrying going on and the high winds that we have
had around Christchurch | suggest that’s hardly surprising.
Air pollution concerns me greatly when it comes to myllamas, and other stock around
the region. They are out in the open 24 hours a day, day in, day out. They all have
shelters for when it rains, but the air is something that | cannot control for, and more

specifically air pollution. Llamas (and horses) are classed as ‘Obligate nasal breathing’.
That means they have to breathe through their noses, which means that any
particulate matter will be inhaled, will enter their respiratory system. Andlet’s not

forget that both horses and llamas (and cows) have a larger lung capacity than
humans,or that a running animal will be inhaling more deeply. Like horses, llamas eat
the short grass. Silicon can alter the palatability of grass for stock (G2). | have knee
high grass that they won’t eat because they pee onit — they want the fresh new
growth. It is highly probably that they will ingest the dust that settles on my farm, as
well as inhale it. The sameis true of the horse, the sheep, even Fulton Hogan’s own
cattle, will all be out 24/7 eating and breathing elevated levels of dust. | am interested
to know whether studies have been done on silica in milk,silica in beef, or lamb? Can

Fulton Hogan provethat the animals grown locally won’t contaminate our meat or
dairy marketplace? And what aboutthe chickens just the other side of Curraghs Road.
The chicken factory will be pumping in air to their chocks. How will that affect the

chicken’s respiratory systems (G3), and the farmers egg or meat production? And let’s
not forget that animal offal often ends up as pet food. The implications of the
presenceofsilica in the lungs of animals produced for the meat market may befar
reaching.

| don’t have that worry with llamas. They are not produced for their meat, and | do
not eat llama meat. They are however a fibre producing animal, and the effects of
vast amounts of toxic or other dust in their fleece would destroy the fibre production
side of my business. Llamas have nolanolin in their fleece, and as such it isn’t sticky
like a sheep fleece. Dust does collect on their fibre and is never really gone until fleece
has been sorted and washed. Llama fibre is a luxury product, | get between $20 a kilo
for raw product, up to $20 for 100gm for sorted fleece. Morally how can | send out
raw fleece which may have a generous coating ofsilica dust on it? | can’t. Even my
shearer — will he get a nosebleed shearing my llamas, or a sore throat?
And of course, as well as the pollution caused by the dust, we are also going to have

to deal with the emissions from their vehicles. | have to question whether the
cumulative impact of the extended new quarry operation, along with the emissions

from 800-1200 road boundtrucks and the quarry based vehicles and plant, as well as
their dairy herd ‘tenants’, can ever be classed as a true offset for the Pound Road

operation on our airshed? | have included the MoE’s Measuring Emissions guide,
havingtried to sit and work outthe figures | think that in all probability this cannot be
classed as a true offset in any way, shape or form,particularly as westill have no end
date for quarry operations at Pound Roadto cease.
We have heard that the Selwyn region already has 200 quarries. We are very well
represented by the quarrying industry. We do not need another one. If there is
another earthquake, | am sure we will be well catered for. The fact is that Fulton

Hogan needs this quarry, not Selwyn. We have the Road Metals quarry in Wards Road,
an area far greater than this block, which would be able to increase production should

the need arise. The Road Metal’s quarry has recently applied for changes to their

conditions of consent. They had their vehicle movements increased to a maximum of
400 heavy vehicle movements per operating day. 400. (H1) They have a true rural
setting, they have a larger block of land, 284 hectares, yet are adequately running

their business with 400 vehicle movements A DAY! We do not need another quarry.
Nor do we needtheir ‘spin’. There is plenty of stockpile, enough we have heard here
to take us to 2043. The Christchurch earthquakesdepleted their stockpiles — but they
didn’t run out, in fact the contracts ran out before the aggregate as the government

refined their roading plans. Theytell us the price goes up for every 30km. You only

have to look at Road Metals pricing to know that is simply not true. Theytell us that
they have ‘skinny margins’ yet they manageto pay all their staff, shareholders and
directors and still file a multimillion dollar profit. As well as pay S5million over RV for
this land. More ofthe fairy tale.
To their credit Fulton Hogan have been involvedin innovation within the industry — in
2003 they built New Zealand’s first ‘green road’ (11), made from 100% recycled
materials. A 300m stretch of road in Christchurch. They used crushed and recycled
aggregate, and reports were favourable. Fulton Hogan’s NZ Environmental manager,
Greg Slaughter, summedup his report by saying ‘...the roading industry must increase
its current use of recycled materials to begin achieving sustainable outcomes’. In fact,
worldwide there is a movement towards recycling asphalt (12). The World Highways
publication reports ‘First and Foremost there is a worldwide demand for recycling
asphalt’, so why is New Zealand not recycling more asphalt and preserving our
precious stone reservesfor future generations? As our awarenessof the world around

us, of global warming, of climate change, growsit is imperative that we stop to
consider other options.

Our road surfaces are not working — asphalt needs repairing constantly. How do we
even know whether wewill be constructing roads out of aggregate in the 2040's? In
2017 the Quarrying and Mining publication reported on a research project to
waterproofroad surfaces (13), that study will be just about wrapped up. The Cement
and Concrete Association of New Zealand (14) states ‘Whilst concrete roads are in
widespread use throughout the world, New Zealand roads are largely constructed
using asphalt — despite growing evidence that concrete is cheaper, lasts longer, and

offers various environmental benefits. In the UK and other countries, they have
started exploring rubber roads, (15) rubberized asphalt, which | believe has been

produced herefor the airport. So, to stockpile a material 25 years ahead of projected
use is just ridiculous when you consider that we may not even beusing it in 25 years
time. Even the construction industry is looking at other materials (16), and just this
year the government(7) has commissioned prefabricated housing to speed up the
red tape of the building act. Prefabricated and modular housing (17) has come a long

way, and is becoming viable and preferred option for many consumers. The times
they are a’changing.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (J1) gives us “until 2030 to
‘drastically’ change the waywelive to ensure that we give our grandchildren a
fighting chance to havea life on planet earth’. ECan’s chief executive,Bill Bayfield

recommended ‘the council affirm the science of climate change is irrefutable...and

realise everyone has role to play in making the change’. (J2) They did, thankfully.
On the 16' May 2019 Ecan declared a Climate Emergency (J3). But what doesthat
actually look like? Here was their statementat that time “Environment Canterbury
recognises the importanceof an urgent need to address climate change for the
benefit of current and future generations. The scienceis irrefutable — climate
changeis already impacting ecosystems and communities around the world, with
increasingly frequent and severe storms, floods and droughts; melting polar ice
sheets; sea level rise and coastal inundation and erosion; and impacts on

biodiversity including species loss and extinction. The IPCC’s Special Report in
October 2018 stated that we have twelve years to turn greenhouse gas emissions
around tolimit global warmingto the Paris Agreementtarget of 1.5-degrees, or face
an uncertain future. This requires ‘rapid and far-reachingtransitions in energy,land,
urban andinfrastructure (including transport and buildings), and industrial systems.
Everyonehas a role to playin delivering the change required.”
Everyone has a role to play.... So where is Ecan's report against Fulton Hogan's
emissions? Shouldn't we be looking to reduce the airsheds? To conserve water? We
know existing quarries have stockpiles, that they can serve the current and future

demand for aggregate for manyyears to come. Let’s look at the impactofthis quarry,
should it be allowed to go ahead?

1200 heavy goods vehicle movements. Worst case scenario, but let’s be honest — why
apply for 1200if you are not hopingto hit that figure — well the maths on that is pretty
scary. Bear with me (statistics is part of my degree and | love numbers).
Notwithstanding the actual emissions, the pollution, that this number of diesel

vehicles can produce, the actual wheels on the ground stuff. Every truck equals 6 car
movements, every truck and trailer equals 12 (K1). So every journey into the quarry
for a truck andtrailer is the equivalent of 12 cars making that journey. And every
journey out is the same. Let’s take their figure of 800 — double the amount that the

larger Road Metals quarry has permitted — 800 truck and trailers a day x 12 = that’s

the equivalent of 9600 extra cars a day on our rural roads. Let’s take that on 6 days,
as they will be still be allowed that numberof vehicle movements on a Saturday, and
that becomes the equivalent of 57,600 cars a week on our roads. Times that by 50
weeksof operation (I like to be generous) and it becomesthe equivalent of 2,880,000
cars per year.

The true figure is far worse than that to be honest — whatever figure is put on the
permit is actually ‘good’ for 7 days (K2) — it’s an average. Soin reality 800 HGV a day
over 7 days is 933 a day for 6 days. 1/7 more over the 6 days. And that doesn’t
include the vehicles ofstaff, contractors, the landscapers...

And with the trucks comestones. Stones that break windscreens, stones thatflick up
and hit cars, and people. Do wereally want children walking to and from school and

bus stops to be atrisk of getting hit by a stone flying from an uncovered truck. Or

cyclists and walkers using that track? Every single quarry truck that leaves that site
must to be covered should this application be allowed. That must be part of any
conditions that are applied if this quarry goes ahead. It’s just laziness to not cover
your load when you havea cover fitted to your lorry, as many of them do.
| think Fulton Hogan will have to be very careful with their plantings. Whether this
application is accepted or not, theystill own the land and have a right to plant trees,
but tall trees on the Jones Road boundary will become a frost hazard on the road
surface over winter if they are not kept to a reasonable height. That’s why
Brackenridge’s frontage was pruned down. The Maddisons Road/Kirk Road corner
was downright hazardous on cold winter mornings. And regarding the plantings on
site — well | sat and heard their landscaper answer Sharon’s question regarding
whether there were trees that would grow in 300mm ofsoil. It sounds such a big
number doesn’t it? His reply was ‘some will, yes’. Well the good newsis | have found
one thatwill. Any variety of Bonsai. Other then that....? Fulton Hogan mightlike to ask
him to provide list of the trees that will grow in dirt a fraction over the height ofthis
piece of paper and pass that onto the Commissioners. You can plant them, but how
long they will last.... | contacted Southern Woods, covertly of course as | didn’t want
to influence any reply (K3). They were very diplomatic, until they realised | was not at
a position to purchase at which time communication ceased. But grasses was their

advice. “Even pittosporum needs half a metre ofdirt” she told me. So | wonder what
trees their landscaper has in mind. | wonder if he has even looked at the land. Any
tree is going to need a good rooting system to withstand the winds on such an open,
flat contour. But | digress, back to their application...
The vibration. | fully acknowledge that | will not be impacted by vibration, but | am
concerned about the water. During the aftershocks our water quality wasn’t great,
and | have had 3 above ground water pumpssincethe first quake. | suspect we were
still getting sediment coming through the pump. It has settled again, but | am worried
that the constant vibrationwill unsettle our water again.
The dust. | fully acknowledge that at this distance | am unlikely to getsilicosis.
However, | AM going to get an increase in dust across my whole property when the

wind is blowing a southerly. The way our winds changeit’s goingto belike a game of
Russian Roulette — one wind will sweep it up, somedust particles will stay airborn,

and the next wind change will disperse them in whichever direction it decides to go.
This will affect the quality of my fleeces. It will also blunt my shearing blades quicker,
and those of myshearer.It may also be an irritant for my stock.| just don’t know. The
probability is that the elevated dustlevel will be a nuisance factor, at times, that will

be more than minor.It will also make mowing a bit hit and miss, as those winds can
change at the drop of a hat. And let’s not forget the dust that will be liberally
distributed throughout the local roads from uncoveredtrucks, and from staff vehicles
that have sat all day in a dusty car park.

Sorry but | can’t resist morestatistics. If we say that each truck and trailer loses 1 kilo
of dust on every movementwewill have 400 kilos of dust dispersed daily, flying free,

around our roads, berms and homes. 400 x 6 = 2400kg. And over 50 weeks, that works

out to be 120,000kg ofdust liberally distributed around our roads. Of course,it’s not
just dust, who hasn’t had a window broken by a stone. | have had several over the
years. They don’t get any less scary as they happen. Anyway back to the 120,000kg.
That’s 120 tons of product our roads will wear if covering trucks is not a condition of
any consent.
The noise. | believe that noise projections do notreflect the actual planned activity —
for example we have projections for one crusher, when they will have 2 or maybe
even 3 running. Add to that the conveyor, the vehicle movements,vehicles braking as

they leave and enterthe site, the diggers, the loading of empty trucks with aggregate,

etc, and the cumulative effect will have a significant impact on our noise level, and

depending upon thedirection of the wind it will be shared amongst the whole area. |

wonder if their noise projections allow for the noise that will be created by their

trucks, bothfilled and empty, as they speed along our 80km rural roads to avoid the
delays of a queuing system, or the noise created by a 16 ton truck and trailer combo
as they brake at their roundabout, or a local intersection. And don’t forget those

huskies. The website ‘wagwalking.com’ reports that “The Husky is very vocal by

nature; your furry friend will have no problem at all letting you know just how he
feels. Huskies make a variety of noises, including barking, chirping, whining, and, of
course, howling. The good newsis that Huskies rarely bark, they would much rather
howlor chirp. The bad news, your poochwill never get tired of hearing his own voice,
but you can bet your neighbourswill” | can’t help feeling that there should have been
some provision made for the 50 huskies that are goingto beliving on their site in their
noise projections. The cumulative affect of the noise which will be created by every
minor.
than
more
significantly
be
will
operation
facet of this
The routing. Roundabout 1 was a red herring. Fulton Hogan knew that Christchurch
Council were not willing to sell that land but went through with the pretencethatit
was an option. At one stage they weretelling the Templeton residents that there

would be roundabouts on both the Dawsons/Jones and Curraghs/Jones intersections.
The NZTA confirmed thatthis was notin their plans for the CSM2, but that significant
upgradesfor both corners was (K4). This has not yet happened, and | see no indication

of the planned upgrade on Fulton Hogansapplication. | wonder if they are even aware
of it? Or maybe the NZTAhavefiled that plan away to see what becomesofthis
application. Roundabout 2 isill conceived and will have a major impact on other local
roads, and not a good one. It is wrong on so manylevels that | am going to
compartmentalise them:

e State Highway 1 roundabout. The NZTA have already acknowledgedin their
summaryof the 5" December,section 6 “If an activity of the nature proposed
was existing or consented during the motorway design phase, with similar

vehicle movements as proposed, it is likely that the transport agency could
have considered an alternative formation arrangementfor the intersection.”|
wonder what that formation would have been? This one is not going to work —
exiting trucks pulling up to the State Highway 1 roundaboutwill be having to
give right of way to Rollestontraffic coming from the right. Morning traffic out
of Rolleston is constant. Truck drivers are not going to want to sit on that
roundabouthopingfor a gap, and a truck and trailer at 23m,is going to needa
considerable gap to safely enter that roundabout. Theyarelikely to get in the
habit of taking a different route to avoid this,in all probability Maddisons Road.
At the end ofthe day returning traffic to Rolleston is going to have to give way
to exiting quarry trucks. They are not going to be happy aboutthat andwill also
look for an alternative route, again in all probability Maddisons Road.
e

|amconcerned that there appears to be no speed control on that roundabout
- Concerns have already been raised about the new Edendale roundabout

down South (K5), and that is a 4 lane motorway. This three lane one is going
to be more hazardous than a 4 lane one according to the research mentioned

below (Thomas and Nicholson). Have Fulton Hogan even taken into
consideration the braking distance of a fully laden 23m long truck andtrailer
combo,weighing around 16 tons,in their roundabout design | wonder?

e The roundabout formation. Trucks are going to have to do a 270 degree turn
(approximately) to get to the State Highway. Not an easy feat with a 23m long
truck and trailer, and particularly hazardous to other road users given that the
trucks are pretty rigid in turning. | believe that some truck drivers will instead
optfor the first turnoff and head off down Dawsons Road, to Maddisons Road,

especially if they are trying to avoid a queuing system. In their study “Rural
Roundabouts and their Application in New Zealand’ (K6) Thomas and Nicholson
advise‘it is imperative for safe roundabout operation that the appropriate sight

distance criteria are met. Will this be the case with Fulton Hogan’s bunds and
plantings? | don’t think it will. They also state ‘Provision of road lighting at rural
roundabouts
would
be
regarded
as
a
mandatory
safety
requirement....Roundabouts are an obstruction in the roadway and drivers

need to see them well in advance so as to avoid a collision with them...
e The proposed ‘No right turn’ from Dawsons Road. The blocking off of Jones
Road, will increase traffic elsewhere, as this has been a popular road for
commuters heading into Christchurch. In all probability Maddisons Road.
e Christchurch City Council wishes to turn the land opposite into a cemetery and
sports facility. This roundaboutwill impact on their ability to safely put an
entranceway on Dawson’s Road, and sincetraffic will be blocked from entering
Jones Road from the Dawson’s Road corner it will in all probability force them
to locate the entrance way onto Maddisons Road. The increased traffic this
sports facility and cemetery will attract is going to impact movement around
that roundabout onceit is up and running.
So, to the elephant in the room: Maddisons Road. Maddisons Road carries a
significant amount of traffic between Selwyn and Christchurch already. That’s why
they reduced the speed limit to 80km a while back. The council has a crew out ona

monthlybasis filling in potholes along the road and roadside. When a truck decidesit
doesn’t want to use the queuing system, or do the 270 degree turn around the
roundabout, they are going to just turn left and hit Maddisons Road. This has not
featured at all in any of their planning, but it WILL become the favoured route because
there are no nasty turns, there is no queuing system. SO why no acknowledgment of

that? No plans for upgrade? Especially the Dawson's Road/Maddisons Road
intersection, which already has a high accident rate as you have heard and seen from
Ms Fox’s presentation. Any trucks that head towards Kirk Road are going to hit a 60km
speed sign...right outside Brackenridge. So there is a

high

probability that

Brackenridge residents will have to endure braking trucks throughout the day,thatis
a nuisance that is more than minor!

Of course, some trucks may not head towards Kirk Road, they may head off on the
other direction, towards the Izone, and in doing so will come past my gate. Any
tourists or elderly group visitors | have will be subject to the noise and dust created
by these vehicles and getting out of my property will become moredifficult than it
already is. | haven’t advertised my farm tours and afternoon teas this year as | thought
this matter would have been dealt with by now and | was waiting to see where it

went. | won't be able to run my farm tours and afternoon teas with trucks rumbling
pastall day.
My world will certainly have to becomebigger if this quarry gets the go ahead. | will
have to source my hay from elsewhere. | currently purchase from local growers,
including Peter Holmes, but | won’t be buying hay that may havesilicain it. | will have

to go further afield, excuse the pun. The samefor my veggies, which | generally buy
from the garlic farm downthe road. | feel very sad about the prospect of doing both.
Weare a close community,and it feels like | am compounding the impact this quarry
operation would have on their businesses, but | have to put my animal healthfirst. |
hope not to be put in that position.
In his CWMS study, Mr Chittock states ‘Central to the success of any public
consultation process is the commitment and support provided by council and local

government agencies. Howright he is. | know I am not alonein havinglittle confidence
in our local governmentbodies. If this application gets the go ahead mitigation is
going to be a real issue— if trucks end up finding their way into Templeton, and | don't
doubt that they will, they become a Christchurch City Council issue, and they have
donelittle to control this issue or support their rate payers in Templeton over the
matter of trucks driving through the township to date. If the problem is site based,
such as water or dust, it becomesan Ecan one, Selwyn council will just refer any issues
to them as they do now. | have zero confidence that Ecan will do anything to aid in
mitigation should this go ahead. This is a council that fined themselves for water
pollution (L1), and who permitted a quarry company (L2) to quarry into the water
table — thankfully that one was challenged and overturnedin the environmentcourt.
But their record for protecting our environmentis abysmal, if not darn right negligent,
as is their record of enforcement. The excuses are endless (L3), but all lead to the

same end — nothing done, in most cases not evena site visit. Yet through the winter
Ecan are out with their clipboard’s door knocking if someone has a smoking chimney
(L4), in their attempt to eradicate PM10! Even the dust monitoring programme that
Ecan introduced has been greatly watered down to a ‘self-monitoring’ by the quarries.
Ecan do realise that we are rate payers too?
More tellingly perhaps is the NZIER report, 2013 ‘Construction industry study
Implications for cost escalation in road building, maintenance and operation’
prepared for the NZTA. This indicates underperformance by New Zealand in the
asphalt market, and what might be consideredirregularities across the industry, and

states ‘There is a significant flux of people moving between local authorities, NZTA
and the private sector, particularly from professional services companies. The value
of these close working relationshipsis that information readily flows within industry
networks improving productivity; the risks are that these relationships may heighten
the risk of inappropriate market conduct andtacit collusion.’ This ‘flux’ is certainly

something we have noted in preparing for this hearing — an almost ‘incestuous’
relationship between quarry companies, associated companies and government

bodies (including Worksafe, Ecan and SDC) with regards to staff movements. | think
that study left more questions unanswered than answered.
In late 2018 it was announced that Ecan were involved in trying to remediate a site

which had returnedhigh levels of lead in testing (M1). Stuff reported ‘Ecan’s principal
science advisor, Davina McNickel said the affected area was thought to have been a

small quarry that was filled with waste material about the 1920’s that appeared to be
from a foundry.’ And here we are nearly 100 years later filing our quarries with
asbestos. Supposedly only 5% but whose monitoring? Are vehicles adequately

washed out before leaving the dump site, are all staff aware and following the
‘Asbestos code of practice’? We certainly don’t see the drivers wearing the same
protection that the asbestos removalists have to wear. What happens if groundwater
rises to reach dumpedasbestos? Orifit is uncovered during future remediation of the
site, maybe 30 or 40 years from now.Will we never learn?

Perhaps more significantly why are Ecan remediating this former quarry? Because

more often then notit is left to them, and thus to us — the ratepayer — to cover the

cost of remediation. It is well past time for the quarry companies to be lodging a
significant bond to cover full remediation. What happens for example if the water
plain rises faster than predicted? Whatif the site suddenly becomes uneconomical to

quarry? Are weleft with a no man’s land that no one will take responsibility for
remediating back to working order as happened after the earthquakes, when so many

land owners took their pay-outs and simply abandoned their properties? And that

was both commercial and domestic properties.

Selwyn has lost some of the top soils in the country with subdivision of Lincoln, and
that was before the earthquakes. | am disappointed that once again SDC are standing
back watching, particularly since | had a meeting with Mr Broughton to seek his
assurance that Weedons would remain rural zoned, which he then confirmed by email

“| stand by my desire to see productive farmland remain that way” (M2), yet there is
no submission from the council in support of protecting our valuable rural land. In all
probability SDC are planning on what they will spend the moneyon that they will

make if this goes ahead. Butit really can’t. As climate change hits worldwide, we
cannotrely on being able to import a high proportion of our food (N1), nor can we
allow the decimation of good growing soils in exchange for a stockpile of rock. We
need to be looking after our farms, using them to grow whatever it is we need, and
whatever it is we can grow as climates and water patterns change. We know that

climate changeis here, that sea levels are rising (N2), that our ground water levels are
set to rise. Drought is going to become a bigger problem for us due to climate change
(N3). Do wereally wantto trade our clean water for a pile of rocks? | don’t.

This quarry, should it be allowed to proceed, will cause major retardation to the
government’s plans to improve Selwyn’s rail service. In 2017 Labour committed to a
commuter rail service, and | have every confidence that this will proceed (01). The

iport currently operates 16 return services a week, which takes 120 trucks per day off
our roads, thus reducing emissions. This number is increasing, and it set to continue
increasing as the iport grows. ‘In New Zealand transportis the fastest growing source

of climate pollution.....catching trains and buses, walking and cycling, rather than
driving, can add up to a huge difference’ James Shaw, Minister for climate change,

July 2019 (03). We haveall that - we have rail, we have buses, we have a cycleway.
This quarry is going to impacton all of these. The heavy vehicle fleet is responsible for
20% of the energy used for domestic transport. Do wereally want to be granting a
permit that will bring up to an extra 1200 heavy good movements on Weedons roads
every day? | don’t think so.
Just because Weedons has become the sandwich filling between the Izone and Iport
(both of which are yet to reach site saturation) on one side, and Waterloo Park on the
other, (again a growing industrial area) doesn’t mean that this area, this site, should

be regarded as anything other than productive farmland. With the carving up of West
Melton, the development of Lincoln and Prebbleton, and the continued development
of Rolleston, it is vital that we keep a green belt to service this areas needs, both now
and perhaps more importantly in the future, whatever that is going to look like. This
industrialisation of our rural land has to stop somewhere. Pleaselet it be here, enough
is enough.
Who caresif it will cost $5 more to cart a ton of aggregate - they havejust paid in
excess of SSmillion over registered valuation for their Weedon properties, I’m sure
that alone is going to add $5 a ton to their pricing. Maybeif they got their trucks
covered and stopped dispersing their profits around our roads and berms, they might

just recover that $5. The quarrying industry has 25 years ofstone stockpiled. It’s just
more spin. The offset of our community, our mental health and wellbeing, our
physical health and enjoyment of our properties against $5 on aggregate — it’s just
not worth it. Fulton Hogan have other options - they have the option on the
Templeton golf course for a start. They have 15 years left at Miners Road according
to an article in their industry magazine. That is ample time to get that quarry fully up
and running before they run out of aggregate. Or are they trying to avoid the time
and expense to remediate Pound Road if they do? They are a commercial company,
they should have no right to argue about the price of their commodity if we can’t
argue the price of ours — our homes, our lifestyles, our roads, our communities, our
businesses and our health. The impact of this quarry if it is allowed to go ahead will
be significantly more than minor on Weedons, Templeton, Rolleston and surrounding
townships. It is time quarry companies started loving our land as much as we do and

looking after it, rather than just casting it aside as an empty hole in our landscape
when they have taken all they can from it.

It disturbs me how poorlythis application has been prepared and presented, and how
little forward planning had been done. This is a multinational company, but the
application was poorat best. | can’t help thinking that this has been the standard of
past quarry applications. If the outrage of the residents of Templeton had not been

so great, | suspect that this would have just been rubberstamped by Selwyn Council.
| understand that the planner who was assignedto it had signed off the majority of
the CCC quarries with no or limited notification before moving to SDC around the time
of this land purchase, so | can’t help wondering whether Fulton Hogan were hoping
for the same to happen here. Asa result, there have been constant side discussions

and negotiations throughoutthis hearing, and | am not sure any of us know whatthis
application now lookslike. It’s certainly very different from the fairy story they
presented to the people of Templeton in their roadshows, and different again from
the initial application that we all submitted against.
So to our Independent Commissioners | thank you for your time, your patience and
your consideration, | know you have explored this matter thoroughly throughout
the proceedings and can only hope thatyou will agree with us that this is not the

right place for a 170 hectare quarry, and that if you don’t agree with us you protect
us with goodsetbacks,fair operating hours and practices, monitoring for local
residents and a robust directive regarding rehabilitation of this land as they go.
To the staff of Fulton Hogan | say this — | can be proud of the legacy | leave my
children and Grandchildren. Can you?

12/9/2019 *

Theyearofthe flood: Christchurch in the midst of wettest year in decades | Stuff.co.nz
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Although the storms were the major cause of highrainfall, it has been more
|
consistently rainy, too.
There have been 78 wet days so far this year, meaning it has rained the
equivalent of two days per week —the highest number of wet days at this point in
the year since 1974.

A day with more than 1 millimetre of rain is considered a wetday.

https://www.stulf.co.nz/the-press/news/97679059/the-year-of-the-flood-christchurch-in-the-midst-of-wettest-year-in-decades
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Stretch of State Highway 1 near Christchurch reopened aslarge bushfire
contained
5:07PM * SOURCE: 1 NEWS

A large bushfire which forced a stretch of State Highway 1 near Christchurch has now been contained.
ANN O SUMAentorn

State Hignway | closure south of Christenure h due to bushfire

Warm temperatures and high winds were fanning the fire thal closed the road from Templeton lo Weedons Ross Rd this
afternoon.
Emergency services were notified of the fire just before 4pm andinitially sent 16 fire engines and two helicopters to
fight the blaze.
A Fire and Emergency Services spokesperson told | NEWS the fire was understood to have jumped across State Highway
la

At around 5.50pm, a Fire and Emergency spokesperson confirmed the fire is now contained and 20 crews remain on
scene to dampenhotspots.

State Highway | has since been reopened. police confirmed, but some cordons remain in place around several smaller
roads,
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Animal health problems caused bysilicon and other mineral
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Abstract:

Resumen
El crecimiento vegetal depende del C.H,O yal menos de 13 ele-

Plant growth depends upon C. H, O, and at least 13 mineral
elements. Six of these (N, K, Ca, Mg, P, and S) macro-elements
normally occur in plants at concentrations greater than 1,000 mg
kglevel. The remaining micro-elemenis (B, Cl, Cu, Fe, Ma, Mo,
and Zn) normally occur in plants at concentrations less than 50
mg kg’. Trace amounts of other elements (e.g., Co, Na, Ni, and
Si) may be beneficial for plants. Silicon concentrations may
range upwards to 50,000 mg kg’ in some forage grasses. Mineral

mentos minerales mas. Seis de estos macroelementos (N, K, Ca,

K, Mg, N, Na, P, and S; the trace or micro-elements Co, Cu, Fe,
I, Mn, Mo, Se, and Zn; and the ultra-trace elements Cr, Li, and
Ni. When concentrations of these clements in forages get ‘out of
whack’ their bioavailability to animals may be jeopardized.
Interactions of K x Mg x Ca, Ca x P, Se x S, and Cu x Mo x S are
briefly mentioned here because more detail will be found in the
literature. Limited published information is available on Si, so
we have provided more detail. Silicon provides physical support
to plants and mayreduce susceptibility to pests. However, Si may
have negative effects on digestibility and contribute to urinary
calculi in animals.

mentos Ca, Cl, K, Mg. N, Na, P y S, los elementos traza 0
microelementos Co, Cu, Fe, I, Mn, Mo, Se y Zn y los elementos
ultra-traza Cr, Li y Ni. Cuando las concentraciones de estos elementos en fos forrajes alcanzan proporciones altas su biodisponibilidad puede estar en peligro. Las interacciones de K x Mg x Ca,
Ca x P, Se x 5, y Cu x Mo x S se mencionan brevemente aqui
porque en la literatura seran encontrados mas detalles. La inforque
mación publicada disponible sobre Si es limitada por lo
soporte
un
provee
silicio
El
ello,
de
nosotros damos nas detalle
físico a las plantas y puede reducir la susceptibilidad a las plagas.

elements required by animals include the macro-elements Ca, Cl,

Mg, P y S) normalmente ocurren en las plantas en concentraciones mayores a 1000 mg kg", El resto de los elementos (B, Cl,
Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, y Zn) normalmente se encuentran en las plantas
en concentraciones menores a 50 mg kg”. Cantidades traza de
otros elementos (por ejemplo, Co, Na, Ni ySi) pueden ser benéficas para las plantas. En algunos zacates forrajeros las concentraciones desilicio pueden variar hasta 50,000 mg kg”. Los elemen-

tos minerales requeridos por los animales incluyen los macroele-

Sin embargo, et Si pucde tener efectos negatives en la digestibilidad y contribuir a formar cálculos urinarios en los animales.

Key Words: Forage, mineral interaction, mineral requirements,

mineral nutrition, ruminant dicts.

and subsequent animal health problems. Silicon will be discussed
in more detail since current coverage is sparse.

Simple deficiency or excess of dietary mineral elements may
cause animal health concerns. In addition there are known imbalances among elements that directly or indirectly affect bioavail
Silicon
1994).
Grace
1991,
Clark
and
(Grace
s
ability of other element
mint
Through out the review, reference will be made to ruminan
s. : Silicon receives major emphasis in this review because its role
eral requirements as given in Table 1. Nearly all mineral element
f in forage and animal nutrition has not been greatly investigated.
animali
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ly
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tial,
nonessen
whetheressential or
1979.
Silicon uptake, and subsequent deposition on leafcell-wall, and
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ents,
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mineral
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.
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Instead
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ally overlook simple cases of deficiency
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to
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Shewmakeret al. (1989) suggest the following as possible roles
emphasizes mineral interact
of Si on digestibility. Once eaten, Si may reduce digestibility of
forage by 4) acting as a varnish on the plant cell wall and reducManuseriptaccepted 27 Nov. 00,
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Table 1, Nutrient element concentrations normally found in cool—season grasses and legumes and
their requirement bysheep and cattle.

Element
Calcium, Ca
Chlorine. Cl
Magnesium, Mg
Nitrogen, N
Phosphorus, P
Potassium. K

Silicon, Si’

Sodium. Na’
Sulfur, S
Boron, B
Copper, Cu

Fluorine, F°

Iron, Fe
Manganese, Mn
Molybdenum, Mo
Zinc. Zn

=
a
»
Dictaryrequirements”
Sheep
Cattle

Concentrations in Forages!

Grasses

Legumes

20-40

10-40

0.5-1.5

14

2-5

0.1-3.0

3

Chromium, Cr’
lodine, |

Nickel, Ni
Selenium, Se’

and Thinopyrum increase at nearly twice
the rate of those in Critesion. Hordeum,
Leymus and Psathyrostachys (Fig. 1).
Elymus leaves contain higher concentrations of Si at the vegetative stage than
other groups, but the accumulation rate is
intermediate.
Silicon is much more soluble in NDF
than ADF extractions (Shewmaker, et

8

requirement not established

0.1-2

|

2

1-2

I-2

Auen(ME RE Venen—

340
3-15

30- 80
3-30

50-250
20-100
1-5
10- 50

50- 250
20-200
1-10
15 - 70

2-20

50-300

200-1000
40— 800

200-1000
50-200

al.1989). They found that in vegetative

requirement not established
5-6
7-10

2-20

I-2

40
2$
“0,
25-40

m (HE KR 5

Cobalt, Co

leaves of Agropyron, Pseudoroegneria,

mn (8 Kg) ——
3-6
3-14
34
34
1-5
1-5
1
2
1-3
2-5
1
2
10-40
10- 50
10-15
10-5
2-4
3-5
2
2
10-30

200-300

200- 1000

grass, about 32% oftotal leaf Si remains in
the NDF residue. However, about 76%
remains in the ADFresidue. Someof the Si
is insoluble in both extracts. These insoluble portions of Si increase with aging.
Preference relates to estimated dry matter
digestibility at boot and anthesis, but is not
related to fiber or Si measurements.
Leaf Si concentration ranges from 7 g

1-2

40
25
“0.1
25-4

a Se a eerie eae

100

Trace

60

Trace

40- 800

500

500

200-1000
50-200

60-70
30-200

60-70
40-300

kg! in Hordeum to 47 g kg! in blucbunch

"Herbage data are generalized from Fageria et al. (1991). Gough et al. (1979). Jones and Thomas (1987), Marschner

(1986). Mayland (unpublished), Mays (1974), and Reid and Jung ( 1970)
“Animal data are generalized from Grave (1994), Grace and Clark (1991), Jones and Thomas (1987), NRC (1980). F.

while not required by animals is beneticial to bones and teeth Dietary requirements are for growing sheep and lactating
caftle, Requirements may be different for other animal classes,
Required by animals but not grasses or legumes.

ing accessibility to rumen microflora, 2)

complexing trace elements like Zn and
reducing their availability to rumen
microflora, or 3) complexing enzymes that
are integrally involved in rumen metabolism,
Silicon (Si) is absorbed as monosilicic
acid [Si(OH)4] by plant roots, transported
throughout the plant, and deposited primarily in epidermal cells, stoma and tri-

chomes of leaves (Jarvis 1987), Some of

this Si remains in soluble forms, Most Si,

however, is incorporated into or onto the

cell wall structure or precipitated with
other elements to form amorphous crystalline deposits called phytolyths
(Blackmanand Bailey 1971, Moore 1984).
[The structure, shape, and color of plant
phytolyths differ among grass genera and
may be usedforclassification purposes in
archeological sites.] Silicon uptake is
largely passive, i.e., taken up with the
transpiration stream, however, recent cvidence has demonstrated that some energy
mediated uptake of Si occurs in grasses
(Jarvis 1987, Mayland et al. 1991).

The incorporation of Si into scabrous
tissue is perceived as a defense mecha-

nism against some insects (Moore 1984)

and possibly against grazing by large herbivores (McNaughton ct al. 1985), Silicon

taken up by forage plants may also reduce
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ing phenological maturity and are greatest
in leaves, intermediate in inflorescences,
and least in stenis. Awns contain high concentrations of Si. Silicon concentrations in

rumen microbial accessibility to cell wall

structure (Smith and Nelson 1975. Ilarbers

et al. 1981), thereby reducing apparent
digestibility of herbage (Van Soest and
Jones 1968). Mika (1986) reported that a

water-soluble form of Si inhibits activity
ofcellulases and other digestive enzymes,
whereas the insoluble form is chemically
inert. Thus, exogenous Si from ingested
soil or dust adhering to herbage probably
has little direct effect on digestibility.
Silicon, in addition to affecting forage
quality, is implicated in animal health

(Jones and Handreck 1967). In some early

research, urolithiasis in steers was related
(1 = 0.56) to Si concentrations in Montana
forage grasses (Parker 1957). However,
Bailey (1976) later reported that frequency
of urinary calculi encountered in Alberta

cattle was inversely related to urine volume and waterintake, This cause and

effect relationship has not been resolved.

Ingestion of certain Si minerals may
increase the rate of tooth wear, thus reducing the effective lifetime of grazing animals (see also Soil Ingestion).
Shewmakeret al. (1989) determined the
Si concentration in 31 accessions of C-3
grasses and the relationship of Si concentration to sheep preference. Silicon concentrations in leaves increase with advanc-

wheatgrass (Pseudorogneria spicata =
Agropyrum spicatum [Pursh] Seribn. &
Smith). Indian ricegrass (Orvzopsis
hymenoides (Roemer & J.A. Schultes) ex
Piper) contains 25 g Si kg in leavesat the
anthesis stage. Medusahead (Elymus
caput-medusae L.) is very unpalatable and
contains up to 113 g Si kg"', whereas
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum L.) contains

44 9 Si kg! (Bovey etal. 1961).

Silicon accumulation in 3 groups of
grasses as a function of growth stage is
shown in Figure.l. The wheatgrasses
(group |) generally reach physiological
maturity quicker than wildryes (with the
exception of Russian wildrye) and wild

barleys (group 2). Group I plants tend to
have fewerleaves, which on average may
be chronologically older than leaves of
group 2 plants. These older leaves of
group 1 plants may have higher concentrations of Si because passively-transported
Si. taken up as a soluble component in the
transpiration stream, accumulates for a
longer time in leaves or because ofdifferences in active transport (requiring enerzy) of Si fromroots to leaves.

Siliconin tallfescue and its relation to
cattle preference.

In our studies of cattle preferences
amongtall fescue cultivars, preference
scores were not related to soluble or insoluble Si in ADF and NDF residue. nor to
total Si at any phenological stage
(Mayland, unpublished). Thus, cattle preference for these grasses is a function of
factors other than Si components. There is
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APPENDIX 1- REVISED CONDITIONS OF CONSENT

Note

Text inserted is shown in bold and underlined. Text To be deleted is shown as
struek-threugh

Condition 10 Opening Hours
The hours of operation shall not exceed 0630 — 1800 Monday to Friday and 0630-1200 1300
Saturday subject to the following:
e
e

e

Except for concrete batching thesite shall not be open to the public prior to 0700
or after 1800 hours Mondayto Friday and prior to 0700 or after 1300 hours on a
Saturday
No outwards deliveries of products other than concrete may leave the quarry
prior to 0700,

Concrete batching may commenceat 0500 hours on up to 10 days per calendar

year and in addition may commenceat 0300 hours up to 5 days per calendar
year. The consent holder shall keep records of the numberof concrete truck

movements into and out of the site prior to 0700 hours and shall provide these

e

to the Council on Request.
There shall be no operation on Sundays and public holidays
Or

ara.

UE

a

aTa

=.

=

Oro

Th

Mo

An

Condition 27 Annual Cap
The quantity of aggregate extracted on the site shall not exceed 460,009 320,000 cubic
metres, based on a rolling 12 month period. The consent holder shall demonstrate
compliance via the recording of monthly measurements of the total quantity of gravel, sand
and other natural material excavated to within an accuracy of 10%. This data shall be
provided to the Selwyn District Council within 2 months of theanniversary of this consent or
otherwise upon request.

Condition 34 Crushing Equipment

Any crushing equipmentshail be located at least 175 metres from the boundary of any site
not owned by the applicant and shall also be located at a depth of at least 4 metres below
the existing ground level, subject to the following exceptions

23

(a) Any crushing equipment operated from 0630 to 0730 hours shall be
located at

least 300 metres from the boundary of any site_not owned by the consen
t holder.

(b) Any extraction of gravel between the hours of 0630-0730 shall be at least
70
metres from the boundary of any site not owned by the consent holder.

(c) The required minimum setback for any crushing equipment may be varied upon receipt
by
Council of a report from a suitably qualified acoustic consultant demonstrating compliance with
the consented noise limits for a specific alternative operating location and scenario.
Condition 38 Truck Movements

Heavytraffic volumes shall not exceed

(a) a maximum of 400 heavy vehicle movements per operating day and
(b) 340 heavy vehicle movements per operating day calculated over a 3 month
rolling average. The consent holder shall keep a record of these volumes
which shall be provided to the Council on request.

The 3 month rolling average shall be calculated by dividing the total heavy
vehicle movements over the three month period divided by the numberof

operating days within that period, The consent holder shall keep a record of
these volumes which shall be provided to the Council on request.

New Condition 38A Traffic and Acoustic Reports
Three (3) years following the grant of change of consentRC145436, the consent holder
shall submit to the Council a report prepared by a qualified acoustic consultant and a

report prepared by a registered traffic engineer to assess whether any effects
resulting from traffic movements have arisen which were not anticipated at the time
the change was granted.
New Condition 42A Restriction on use of Kerrs Rd

(a) No driver of a heavy vehicle under the control of the consent holder shall travel
along Kerrs Rd for the purpose of departing from or returning to the quarry
except for the purpose of delivering quarry productsto a site in that road.

(b) The consent holder shall develop and maintain a protocol for the conduct of
drivers of vehicles not underits control. As minimum this protocol shall

discourage the use of Kerrs Rd for quarry-related traffic as much as possible.It
should also draw attention to the need to be particularly awareof the health
and safety of other road users in the vicinity of the quarry including

pedestrians, runners and horse and cycle riders and to be courteous towards
them. The protocol shall be provided to all drivers of heavy vehicles not under
the control of the consent holder using the quarry and to all transport firms
regularly using the quarry.

24

(c) The consent holder shall erect and maintain prominent signage near the exit
from the quarry drawing attention tothe need to avoid the use of Kerrs Rd
unless delivering to an addressin that road.
(d) This condition shall lapse if Kerrs Rd is sealed to a minimum width of 6.5
metres.
General Conditions

1. Pursuant to Section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the Council may
review the conditions of consent by serving notice on the consent holder within a
period of one month following any anniversary of the date of this decision, in order
to deal with any adverseeffects on the environment which mayarise from the
exercise of this consent and whichit is appropriate to deal with at a later stage.

Council
2. For the purposes of this consent, certification by the Council means assessed by
staff or consultant acting in a technicalcertification capacity to determine whetherthe
consent.
documentor matter is consistent with or sufficient to meet the conditionsof this

3. Without limiting general condition 1 above, followingthe receipt of the reports

District
required by condition 38A, condition 38 may be reviewed by the Selwyn

1991 in
Council in accordance with section 128 of the Resource Management Act
order to address any unanticipated environmental effects.
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